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Kodak Flexcel NX 
Digital Flexographic System
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Challenges facing brand owners
Achieve greater efficiency to reduce time to market
Maintain color and graphic consistency, no matter 
how, where or on what substrate they are printed
Boost shelf impact to differentiate your brand from 
the competition
Build brand equity

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Brand owners face challenges in today’s competitive market.
Kodak packaging solutions can help you meet this challenges, and that’s what we’re going to discuss today.
Particular focus will be given on flexography and digital platemaking technology�



Kodak Flexcel NX System: 
Flexo, but not as you know it!

Challenge the traditional boundaries of Flexo printing
Improved productivity, stability and repeatability
Quality to challenge gravure and offset
Unprecedented simplicity and predictability on press 
for digital Flexo

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The correct title for this presentation should be “Flexo, but not as you know it”.
With its new Flexcel NX digital technology, Kodak is
Challenging traditional boundaries of flexo printing
Allowing users to achieve gravure class quality
With a new system to improve productivity, stability and repeatability
That allows unprecedented simplicity and predictability of printed results on any flexo press
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Kodak Flexcel NX System Awards 

To date in 2008, the printing industry has recognized 
the Flexcel NX System as differentiated technology for 
Flexo printing

Kodak Flexcel NX System awarded Technical 
Innovator of the Year Award

Kodak Flexcel NX System awarded prestigious 
PIA/GATF InterTech Technology Award

Kodak customers won printing Awards using 
the Kodak Flexcel NX System, including a 
Special Achievement award

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The new Kodak Flexcel NX Syetsm as received a number of important acknowledgements
Showing that the printing industry has recognized this innovation as a true improvement and differentiated technology for Flexo printing�



Why invent a new digital flexo plate system?

Flexo had a significant constant growth in packaging 
printing since its introduction more than 75 years ago

Digital flexo plates have been available for over a 
decade

Flexo is now the leading print process for packaging

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The current flexographic digital plate technology, using laser ablative mask plates (also called LAMS), has been in the market for more than a decade. 
Digital plates have opened up new opportunities for flexo which is today the leading process for packaging.
However…
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The challenge
Yet the most common complaints 
from our customers are still based 
on technical limitations such as:

Unacceptable color matching     
to proof

Inconsistency in the process
Unpredictability of results

job-to-job, and run-to-run
Flexo must move forward to 
another dimension to meet the 
demands of customers and brand 
owners

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Buyers still complain about the
inconsistency of the process
unacceptable color matching
unpredictability of results
And lack of repeatability
using their current plates.
Flexography needs to address these important issues to remain the dominant force in its market.
Kodak has now done this with the Kodak Flexcel NX Digital Flexographic System.�



Traditional digital flexo plates and results

Flexo tries to match 
the original image

Without adjustment it 
fails, leaving hard 
edges

Original tonal values 0% - 100%

Uncorrected plate loses dots in highlights, 
first dots at 10% area (example for 150lpi)

Uncorrected print shows hard edge

FileFile

PlatePlate

PrintPrint

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Let’s take a look at what normally happens.
With uncorrected platemaking, LAMS plates cannot reproduce dots in highlights owing to oxygen inhibition during polymerization.
Printing results in hard edges and reduced tonal range…
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Flexo tries to match 
the original image

A bump curve is 
used to set the 
minimum dot size

Bump is applied to compensate highlight loss, 
tonal range is compressed to 10% - 100%

Compensated plate values range 2-3%-100%

Final compensated print

FileFile

PlatePlate

PrintPrint

Traditional digital flexo plates and results

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Files require a correction to compensate for oxygen inhibition, a bump curve is applied on highlights, so tonal range is compressed.
Resulting plate values in highlights would easily turn into flat highlights with limited contrast.
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Traditional digital plates: a renown limitation

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Without going into too much technical details, oxygen inhibition is the cause of both the dots reduction in size –compared to laser engraving on black mask- AND their rounded shape on the tops.
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Measurability
Inking & Printing predictability

Effects of “round top” surface

Kiss impression 
= ? % dot

3 µ interference
= 4% dot 

6 µ interference
= 9% dot 

• How do we calibrate?

• What will it print?

Considering a 
typical digital 

flexo dot profile 
cross section

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The result is a bullet shaped dot which whose shape has several limitation in
Measurability
Inking predictability
Printing predictability
And this is due to environmental issues during platemaking such as air ventilation, humidity, pressure, temperature
Things that might change even during the same day�



Results with the Flexcel NX System

Result: faithful reproduction of the original

Original offset 
separation

Original Tonal Range 0% - 100%

Plate tonal range 0% (0.4%) – 100%
Up to 300 lpi – 120 lpcm

FileFile

PlatePlate

PrintPrint

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The Flexcel NX System eliminates the need for a bump curve while still producing a full tonal range. The result is an offset like image with no adjustments or bump curves needed.

By using smaller minimum dots, and eliminating the oxygen inhibition as a variable, a 1:1 image transfer with full tonal range and stable flat top dot structure is produced.
The result is the ability to consistently achieve offset like print quality in a predictable and repeatable manner.

For the first time, you can print the same high quality image on folding cartons, boxes, labels, pouches and wraps with minimal, if any, adjustments and incredible color range.
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How do we solve this with Flexcel NX?

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Kodak has solved this issue with the Flexcel NX digital system where there is no oxygen inhibition during the polymerization process.
Resulting dots do not suffer the same problems as LAMS plates. They have flat tops and a predictable size.�



Dot Replication – Image Transfer To Plate

Conventional

1% dot in TIL produces 1% 
dot on plate

Flexcel NXTraditional Digital flexo

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The current flexographic digital plate technology, using laser ablative masks, has been in the market for more than a decade. 
Digital plates have opened up new opportunities for flexo. However, buyers still complain about the inconsistency, unacceptable color matching, unpredictability and lack of repeatability using their current plates.
Flexo needs to address these important issues to remain the dominant force in its market. Kodak has now done this with the Kodak Flexcel NX Digital Flexographic System.�



What is the Flexcel NX System?

A new digital Flexo plate system from Kodak

Consists of the following components:
Kodak Trendsetter NX Imager

Kodak Tiff Front End

Kodak Flexcel NX Laminator

Kodak Flexcel NX Thermal Imaging Layer

Kodak Flexcel NXH Flexographic Plates

24” x 30” (610 x 762 mm) 

31.5” x 42” (800 x 1067 mm)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The Kodak Flexcel NX Digital Flexographic System uses the latest integrated prepress technology to produce offset-like quality printing on paper, flexible film, foil, paperboard, label stock and other packaging substrates. 
The Kodak Flexcel NX Digital Flexographic System is a complete solution for flexographic printing using innovative technology to produce gravure class quality while improving productivity in the plate making process and on press. The Flexcel NX System consists of:

Kodak Flexcel NX 830 Thermal Imaging Layer
Kodak Prinergy Workflow System
Kodak Trendsetter NX Imager
Kodak Flexcel NX Laminator 
Kodak Flexcel NXH Flexographic Plates
�



Just 5 simple steps

1. Image the Flexcel NX 
Thermal Imaging Layer in 
the Trendsetter NX 
Thermal Imager 

2. Laminate the imaged layer 
to the Flexcel NXH Plate 3. Expose the back and face 

side of the layer and plate
4. Simple removal of the 

Flexcel NXH plate from 
the layer 

5. Standard solvent 
processing

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
It just requires 5 simple steps:

5. The plate then goes through normal solvent plate processing. The fact that there is no carbon mask to remove, and that the dot structure is more substantial make the plate wash out process faster, and faster washout means less time in the solvent, less absorption of solvent, and so shorter drying time.
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LAMS plate vs. Flexcel NX plate
Flexcel NX System achieves stable flat top dot 
structure
Provides consistent structure and repeatability on 
press

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Unlike the bullet shaped dots and indefinite dot surface on the left caused by oxygen inhibition, the Flexcel NX System produces consistent flat top dot structures.
This flat top dot and overall dot structure provides better predictability on press. Because of the wide impression latitude and low sensitivity to impression changes, the final result rivals that of offset printing.
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Traditional digital plate vs. Flexcel NX plate

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Unlike the bullet shaped dots and indefinite dot surface on the left caused by oxygen inhibition, the Flexcel NX System produces consistent flat top dot structures.
This flat top dot and overall dot structure provides better predictability on press. Because of the wide impression latitude and low sensitivity to impression changes, the final result rivals that of offset printing.
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Flexcel NX System characteristics

Prepress
Offset parameters
CMYK gamut improved
No bump curve needed

Imaging
Kodak SQUAREspot 

Technology
Productivity
Platemaking
1:1:1 reproduction

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Prepress is simplified, allowing –for example- the use of same separations used for offset.
This can mean less retouching and the bump curve is no longer needed needed.
More extended contrast leads to an expanded color gamut.
Imaging on Trendsetter NX is significantly faster and the dot reproduction benefits from the patented Kodak SQUAREspot technology.
All this reflects in higher productivity and easier and faster platemaking.
The major benefit in all of this is the accurate 1:1 reproduction from the digital file to the TIL to the plate.
�



1:1:1 Transfer For Bitmap TIL Plate



Digital File



Flexcel NX TIL



Flexcel NXH Plate



Flexcel NX System Characteristics – 
10% Plate



Benefits from SQUAREspot Technology

10,000 dpi (4x4)

2,400 dpi

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
SQUAREspot technology allows a better control of the laser output in order to have a proper square output profile of imaged pixels, avoiding the typical gaussian output of other laser technologies.  In other words = hard dots.�



Flexcel NX System Characteristics
In the original digital file each pixel is an individual square
In traditional digital plates converting from individual square 
pixels to round Gaussian laser strikes causes conversion 
errors

The oxygen inhibition further significantly increases these errors
For Flexcel NX 

The pixels start in the digital files as squares 
They remain 1:1 pixel for pixel SQUAREspot on the TIL
Again 1:1 on the plates
And often can be seen in the final print 

Maximizes consistency, eliminating conversion errors
Pixel To Pixel: 

Digital File TIL Plate = Maximum Consistency



NX plate dots in cross sections: flat top dots 

0.4%

10%

50%

90%

Ramp shoulder 
close-up

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The final result on the plate is an unprecedented ideal profile of printing dots as you can see from the cross sectional structure:
Flat top printing surface.
Steep ramp shoulder just below the printing surface to prevent excessive ink bleeding.
Wide open shoulder to sustain mechanical stress during printing.�



Not Just For Highlight But Shadows Too

90% &
0.4%

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
.�



Flexcel NX System benefits in printing
Raising print standards and 
predictability
Consistency on press, run-
to-run and shift-to-shift 
Shorter press downtime, 
less cleaning
Faster setup

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Now what does this mean to the customer?
By applying offset like separations into the flexo prepress activity, the Flexcel NX System significantly expands the range of images that can be printed using a 4 color process approach, while reducing the time and cost between jobs on press.
In addition, the use of offset based separation enables the production of a simpler match to proofs which are also based on similar offset imaging technologies.
�



Flexcel NX System benefits in prepress
Higher resolution achievable (up to 300 lpi)
Spot colors can be reproduced in standard CMYK
Use of offset print separations in flexo
Significantly better match to standard proofs
Job portability from gravure, offset, digital to flexo

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The high resolution capability allows a great number of spot colors to be reproduced from the standard CMYK separation.
There is no longer a need for replacing “difficult” colors with a separate spot ink and extra plates.
This allows a greater portability of jobs among different printing systems while allowing better matching between proofing and printing.�



Flexcel NX System benefits in quality
Full tonal range, better cleaner highlights, smooth transitions
Extended contrast, better shelf appeal

Traditional NXTraditional NX

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Every comparison between LAMS and NX plates shows cleaner and crisper details with extended overall contrast.
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Hannah Montana balloon – Traditional vs. NX

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Those who visited our booth at Drupa could see the Hannah Montana balloon printed with LAMS and NX starting from the same original offset separation, without any additional retouching in prepress.  The NX sample was printed at 175 lpi on the same press that produced the 110 lpi LAMS sample.
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Unprecedented Performance And Properties 
Opening New Doors To Flexo – Lenticular Printing

Produced In Collaboration With Pacur and Pixalen Studios



A Few Words about Sustainability 
Making a flexo plate choice

We read a lot about flexo plate choice and sustainability these days

Should you go thermal? Or water wash? Or solvent processed?

Actually, you should be asking yourself a different question

To look at the true sustainability benefits of a particular plate choice you 
must look beyond the plate making and plate processing and look at the 
whole Flexographic printing picture.

You need to take a look at the impact your plate has on “the big picture”



A Few Words about Sustainability 
Let’s Consider the Whole Flexographic Printing Process

Credits and 
Recycling

Substrate 
Film

Dryer
Electricity

Plate
Ink and Solvent

Recently publically published independent 
studies demonstrate that although the flexo 
printing plates have a significant impact on 
quality and end result for the 
customer……. they only represent a very 
small part of the overall non-renewable 
energy consumption utilized in the 
flexographic printing process

Reduction in substrate waste has a 
significant positive impact on 
sustainability

Plate

Plate 
Processing

If we consider the plate component, 
independent studies once again agree.

The plate itself  contributes significantly 
more to the non-renewable energy 
consumption than the plate processing 
component.

Reduction in plates produced has a 
significant positive impact on 
sustainability



A Few Words about Sustainability 
Flexcel NX as your plate of choice

Predictable flat top dots, deep relief and strong shoulder angles.

Fast to color, resistant to impression changes, resistant to substrate wear, require less cleaning.

Faster make ready times, fewer cleaning stoppages and fewer plate changes.

The result is a significant reduction in ink and substrate waste . . . 
better for you, better for the environment

1:1:1 imaging process - predictable plate making – less wasted plates and remakes.

Predictable stable flat top dots - plates that last significantly longer on press – fewer sets 
of plates required.

Superior highlight and shadow performance reduces need for spot colors, you can ‘do 
more with four’ – less spot colors, less plates

The result is a significant reduction in plates made 
better for you, better for the environment

Kodak has once again been named to the list of 
“Global 100 Most Sustainable Corporations in the 
World.” Last 5 Years.. http://www.global100.org/



Why would you use Kodak Flexcel NX 
Digital Flexographic Plates? 
Predictability Consistent image quality during repeated stops & 

starts and over prolonged period
Easier proof-to-print matching

Repeatability Even impression, quickly achieved
Same high quality image from job to job and run to 
run

Productivity Make-ready time reduced significantly from 
competitive plates
Faster print runs, 50% less time in some instances

Quality High resolution output capabilities, up to 300 lpi
Smallest printing dots (as low as 10 µm on plate)

Sustainability Reduction in ink and substrate waste
Reduction in plates made

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
What have we learned from independent trials and print runs using the Kodak Flexcel NX Digital Flexographic System?
First, Kodak has raised the bar on quality and image resolution
Second, the Flexcel NX System has successfully addressed the major downfalls of current flexo technology.
And finally, the Flexcel NX System offers Productivity, Quality, Repeatability and Predictability for your all your flexo print jobs. 

�



Questions?



© Kodak 2008. Kodak is a trademark.

www.kodak.com/go/flexo

Thank you for your 
attention

http://www.kodak.com/go/flexo
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